2018 AMS Award Nomination Form

I, ________________________________, am an AMS Member in good standing, and I would like to nominate the following individual(s) to be candidates to receive the corresponding award in 2019:

1. **AMS Distinguished Marketing Practitioner**: reserved for individuals who have distinguished themselves in business and/or public policy. The ideal candidate will be likely to contribute to the AMS vision through future involvement with AMS. I nominate:

   __________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________

2. **Harold W. Berkman Service Award**: reserved for individuals who have distinguished themselves through long-term service to AMS. The recipient will have at all times acted with integrity, high ethical standards, and loyalty to AMS, consistent with that of the AMS Founding Fellow. I nominate:

   __________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________

3. **AMS CUTCO/Vector Distinguished Marketing Educator**: reserved for individuals who have distinguished themselves in the practice of teaching marketing. The recipient will have demonstrated long-term achievement in teaching, mentorship, and research, while upholding professional standards and being an advocate for AMS. I nominate:

   __________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________

4. **Harold and Muriel Berkman Faculty Achievement and Development Award**: reserved for individuals showing dedicated service, commitment, and enthusiasm to AMS during the developmental career stages. The individual must have been an active AMS Fellow for no less than three continuous years, participated in official capacity in AMS programs, and distinguished him/herself through selfless service to AMS. I nominate:

   __________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________

5. **AMS Global Marketer of the Year**: Typically awarded at the WMC, the award is reserved for individuals who have distinguished themselves in the practice of marketing and who have internationally furthered the cause of marketing and global market development. I nominate:

   __________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________